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Figure 5.7: The performance with dierent t when K is xed as 304.
We rst perform grid search with step size 1, to seek the t and K with optimal
reranking performance. 28 and 304 are located for t and K, respectively.
The NDCG@50-t curve is presented in Figure 5.7 with K xed as 304. As
illustrated, the performance increases with t growing and arrives at a peak at a
certain t, then the performance sharply decreases, and nally becomes relatively
constant. This result is consistent with our previous analysis that when t tends
towards innite, all the starting points become indistinguishable.
Similarly, Figure 5.8 shows the NDCG@50-K curve with t xed as 28, where
the performance varies according to dierent K. With the gradual increase of
K, more relevant samples are connected to each other, and \incorrect" edges be-
tween the relevant samples and irrelevant samples are potentially introduced. From
Figure 5.8, it can be observed that NDCG@50 obtains the peak performance at
K = 304, which is a trade-o value.
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Figure 5.8: The performance with dierent K when t is xed as 28.
5.7 Applications
In this section, we introduce two potential application scenarios of image reranking
for complex queries: photo-based question answering and textual news visualiza-
tion.
5.7.1 Photo-based Question Answering
Community question answering (cQA) services have gained great popularity over
the past decades [102, 124, 29], which encourage askers to post their specic ques-
tions on any topic and obtain answers provided by other participants. It also facil-
itates general users to seek information from the large repository of well-answered
questions. However, existing cQA forums, such as Y!A, Answerbag, MetaFilter,
usually support only textual answers, which are not intuitive for many questions,
such as the question \what is the dierence between alligators and crocodiles". Even
when the answer is described by several very long sentences in Y!A, it is still hard
for users to grasp the appearance dierences. Here it reects the fact that a picture
is worth a thousand words. However, noting that not all the QA pairs prefer image
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Table 5.4: The distribution of visual concepts embedded in the generated queries
for photo-based QA.




answers. Textual answer is sucient when it comes to the quantity-type questions,
such as \what is the population in China". Also video answers will be much more
lively and interesting for procedure-oriented questions, such as \how to assemble
a computer". Actually this is the so-called multimedia question answering [29], a
rising topic in media search domain.
In this work, we only focus on the QA pairs which may be better explained
with images. However, as stated in [102], the queries generated from the textual
QA pairs are usually very verbose and complex, not supported well by the current
commercial image search engines. Based on our proposed approach, we develop
a photo-based QA system, which automatically complements the original textual
answers with relevant web images.
To demonstrate the eectiveness of the PQA system, we conducted the ex-
periment on 1000 non-conversational QA pairs, selected from Y!A dataset [124],
which contains 4; 483; 032 QA pairs. For each QA pair, ve volunteers were invited
to vote whether it can provide users with better experience by adding images in-
stead of using purely texture descriptions. Around 260 QA pairs were selected. We
then directly employed the method in [102] to generate a most informative query
from each QA pair. Our statistics are shown in Table 5.4, which show that more
than 53% of queries contain two or more visual concepts.
Accordingly, a query-aware reranking approach is proposed to select the top
10 relevant images. To be specic, if the query is simple, i.e., containing only
one visual concept, then the RW [53] will be used directly. On the other hand, if
the query is complex, we employ the proposed NRCC. We compare our proposed
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Table 5.5: The distribution of the number of pictures involved in news documents.
Without Any Picture One Pictures Two Pictures More Than Two Pictures
46.15% 38.85% 15.0% 38.85%
approach with the following methods.
 Naive Search: Simply perform image search with each query on Google
Image without reranking.
 Naive Fusion: Simply perform image search with each visual concept in the
generated complex query, and then fuse the results.
Figure 5.12 shows the comparison of these three methods. It can be observed that
our query-aware reranking approach outperforms the other two methods remark-
ably.
5.7.2 Textual News Visualization
\Every picture tells a story" suggests to us the essence of visual communication
via pictures. This phrase is also consistent with our common sense, i.e., pictures in
textual news always facilitate and expedite our understanding, especially for elderly
and juvenile. Meanwhile, searching the image database in order to provide several
meaningful and illustrative pictures to their textual news is a routine task for news
writers.
However, the pictures contained in news documents are usually very few as
shown in Table 5.5. which shows that more than 46% news documents do not
contain any pictures. The statistical result is based on the experimental dataset.
To assist news readers and news writers, we propose a scheme to automatically seek
relevant web images that best contextualize the content of news.
We directly used the news dataset in [79], crawled from ABCNews.com,
BBS.co.uk, CNN.com and GoogleNews; it contains up to 48; 429 unique documents
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after duplicate removal. To save manual labelling eorts, we randomly select 100
news documents from the whole data set for evaluation. It is observed that most
of the news articles are fairly long, and it is not an easy task to extract descriptive
queries. So we simply regard the expert generated titles of the news documents as
complex queries due to their obvious summarizing attribute.
Further, it is observed that more than 43% of titles contain at least one
person-related visual concept. So we propose to employ query dependent image
representations for reranking. Specically, let Xc and X the set of images retrieved
by the visual concept qc and complex query Q, respectively; and qc is predicted as
person related query by the method in [35]. Then for each image in Xc and X , we
performed face detection. We extracted the 256-dimensional Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) features [110] from the largest face region for any xi in Xc; and the same
features are extracted for all the detected faces for any xu in X . The similarity




where Ou is the set of LBP features extracted from the faces in image xu. Other
image pair similarity is the same as previously introduced. We call this the query-
aware presentation method.
To demonstrate the eectiveness of our proposed query-aware image pre-
sentation method, we compare it with the query independent unied image pre-
sentation method as described earlier, i.e., all the images are presented by the
combination of bag-of-visual-words and global features. The result is presented in
Figure 5.13, which shows that our query-aware image presentation is better than
query-independent image presentation approach, even though both of them are
based on our same reranking principles. The initial ranking performance reects
lower search performance. This is because the news titles generally contain some





After reranking, we perform duplicate removal and present the images together
with the textual answers, depending on the results of answer medium selection.
Figure 5.9 shows the multimedia answers for 3 example queries.
5.8.2 On Informativeness of Enriched Media Data
In this work, all the complementary media data are collected based on textual
queries, which are extracted from QA pairs and maybe somewhat biased away
from the original meanings. In other words, the queries do not always reect the
original QA pairs' intention. In our above evaluation, NDCG is used to measure
the relevance of the ranked images/videos to the generated query. However, it
cannot reect how well these media data answer the original questions or enrich
textual answers due to the fact that there is a gap between a QA pair and the
generated query. So, in addition to evaluating search relevance, we further dene
an informativeness measure to estimate how informative the media data can answer
a question. Specically, there are three score candidates, i.e., 2, 1 and 0. The three
scores indicate that the media sample can perfectly, partially and cannot answer the
question, respectively. We randomly select 300 QA pairs that have enriched media
data for evaluation. For each QA pair, we manually label the informativeness
score of each enriched image or video by the previously introduced ve labelers.
Figure 5.10 illustrates the distribution of the informativeness scores. The results
actually indicate that, for at least 79:57% questions, there exist enriched media
data that can well answer the questions. The average rating score is 1:248.
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Who was the most talented member of NWA ?Answering
Original QA
Question:
Who was the most talented member of NWA?
Description:
Eazy E. Dr. Dre, Ice Cube, Arabian Prince, Yella, MC Ren?
Best Answer(from Y!A):
Ice Cube was the best talent - look at the longevity of his career. Dre was the best producer and he's still 
in the business, but Cube is by far the best on mic/on screen personality.
Complementary Images
How can I teach my son to tie his shoelaces ?Answering
Original QA
Question:
How can I teach my son to tie his shoelaces?
Description:
He just turned 7 and is not at all interested in learning. He can read… but won’t learn to tie his shoes. 
Any suggestions for the stubborn lil ones ???
Best Answer(from Y!A):
Bribes usually work. Try using that stringy candy and tie bows in that – then he can eat it afterwards!!!... I’ 









W h a t  h a p p e n e d  o n 
September 11, 2001 ?
Description:
I Need it for a school 
project. I need to know 
what happened.
Best Answer(From Y!A):
Three buildings in the 
World Trade Centre were 
destroyed by controlled 
demolition, and a hole was 
blown by a missile, and the 
whole thing was blamed by 
the government on 19 
Arabs whom were said to 





Figure 5.9: Results of multimedia answering for 3 example queries, \the most tal-
ented member of NWA", \tie shoelace", and \September 11". Our scheme answers
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Figure 5.10: The distribution of informativeness. It is observed that for more than
79% of the questions the average informativeness scores of multimedia answers are
above 1.
Table 5.6: The left part illustrates the average rating scores and standard deviation
values comparison of textual QA before and after media data enrichment. The right
part illustrates the ANOVA test results.
Average and Variance The Factor of Schemes The Factor of Uses
MMQA Textual cQA F -statistic p-value F -statistic p-value
2.25 0.6184 1:15 0:1342 21.09 2 10 4 0.31 0.9927
Table 5.7: Statistics of the comparison of our multimedia answer and the original
textual answer. The results of left part are based on the whole testing set. While the
right part statistics are conducted with exclusion of questions where only textual-
based answers are sucient.
Including the questions with
pure textual answers












47:99% 49.01% 3:0% 88.66% 6:17% 5:54%
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5.8.3 Subjective Test of Multimedia Answering
We rst conduct a user study from the system level. Twenty volunteers that fre-
quently use Y!A or WikiAnswers are invited. They are from multiple countries and
their ages vary from 22 to 31. They do not know the researchers and also get no
knowledge about which method developed by the researcher. Each user is asked
to freely browse the conventional textual answers and our multimedia answers for
dierent questions they are interested in (that means, they are information seekers
in this process). Then, they can provide their ratings of the two systems. We adopt
the following quantization approach: score 1 is assigned to the worse scheme and
the other scheme is assigned with score 1, 2 and 3 if it is comparable, better and
much better than this one, respectively. They are trained with the rules before
coding: if the enriched media data are fairly irrelevant to the contextual content,
users should assign 1 to our scheme, because users are distractive rather than ob-
taining valuable visual information; Otherwise, these volunteers should assign 1 to
the original system. The average rating scores and the standard deviation values
are illustrated in Table 5.6. From the results we can clearly see the preference
of users towards the multimedia answering. We also perform a two-way ANOVA
test and the results are illustrated in the right part of Table 5.6. The p-values
demonstrate that the superiority of our system is statistically signicant, but the
dierence among users is statistically insignicant.
We then conduct a more detailed study. For each question in the testing set,
we simultaneously demonstrate the conventional best answer and the multimedia
answer generated by our approach. Each user is asked to choose the preferred one.
Table 5.7 presents the statistical results. From the left part of this table, it is
observed that, in about 47:99% of the cases users prefer our answer and only in
3:0% of the cases they prefer the original answers. But there are 49:01% neutral
cases. This is because there are many questions that are classied to be answered
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Table 5.8: The classication accuracy of answer medium selection comparison be-
tween with and without textual answers.```````````````Method
Testing Set
Y!A WikiAnswers Both
With Textual Answers 81.72% 84.97% 83.49%
Without Textual Answers 78:30% 82:01% 80:32%
by only texts, and for these questions our answer and the original textual answer
are the same. If we exclude such questions, i.e., we only consider questions of which
the original answer and our answer are dierent, then the statistics will turn to the
right part of Table 5.7. We can see that for more than 88:66% of the questions,
users will prefer the multimedia answers, i.e., the added image or video data are
helpful. For cases that users prefer original textual answers, it is mainly due to the
irrelevant image or video contents.
5.8.4 On the Absence of Textual Answer
In our proposed scheme, the existing community-contributed textual answers play
an important role in question understanding. So, here a question is that whether the
scheme can deal with and how it will perform when there is no textual answer. For
example, there may exist newly added questions that do not have textual answers
yet or not well answered in cQA forums.
From the introduction of the proposed scheme in Section 3:3, 3:4 and 3:5,
we can see that it can easily deal with the cases that there is no textual answer.
Actually, we only need to remove the information clues from textual answers in the
answer medium selection and multimedia query generation components. Here we
further investigate the performance of the scheme without textual answers.
We rst observe answer medium selection. When there is no textual an-
swer, there will only be 7-D features for classication in the integration of multiple
evidences (see Section 3:3:4). We compare the performance of answer medium se-
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Table 5.9: Statistics of the comparison of our generated multimedia answers without
the assistance of textual answers and with the original textual answers.

































Figure 5.11: Comparison of overall average informativeness scores between with
and without textual answers.
lection with and without textual answers. Table 5.8 illustrates the results, it can
be observed that, without textual answers, the classication accuracy will degrade
by more than 3% for answer medium selection.
When it comes to query generation, only one query will be generated from
the question if there is no textual answer. So, we can directly skip the query se-
lection step. Based on the 300 QA pairs mentioned in Section 3:6:5, we compare
the informativeness of the obtained media data with and without using textual
answers. Figure 5.11 illustrates the comparison of the overall average informative-
ness scores. We can see that without textual answers, the score will degrade from
1:248 to 1:066. This is because, without textual answers, the generated multimedia
queries cannot well reect the question intentions in many cases. As mentioned
in Section 3:1, the textual answers can partially bridge the gap between questions
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Figure 5.12: The average performance comparison of Photo-based QA System.
and multimedia answers. Note that the approach without textual answer can be
regarded as a conventional MMQA approach which tries to directly nd multimedia
answers based on questions. Here the results have demonstrated our approach built
upon textual answers is more eective.
Finally, we conduct a user study to compare the original textual answers and
the media answers generated without the assistance of textual answers. We adopt
the experimental settings introduced in Section 3:6:6 and present the user study
results in Table 5.9. It is interesting to see that, although the media answers are
not as informative as those generated with the assistance of textual answers, they
are still very informative in comparison with pure textual answers.
Therefore, we can draw several conclusions from the investigation. First,
there will be informativeness degradation for the obtained media data if there is
no textual answer. Second, the performance of answer medium selection will also
degrade. Third, the obtained media answers can still be useful for many questions.
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 Our Query Independent
 Our Query-Aware
Figure 5.13: Performance comparison among dierent methods for textual news
visualization.
5.9 Summary
In this work, we proposed a scheme to rerank web images for complex queries,
which is robust to the unreliable initial ranking list. For a given complex query,
it rst detects the noun-phrase based visual concepts and collects their relevant
images simultaneously. It then constructs a heterogeneous probabilistic network
to estimate the image relevance score, which consists of three mutual reinforced
sub-networks. These sub-networks represent dierent relationship layers, spanning
from semantic level to visual level, which are established among the complex query
and its detected visual concepts, by harnessing the content of images and their
associated textual information. Based on these relevance scores, a new ranking
list is generated. The experimental results showed that our scheme is signicantly
better than the other existing state-of-the-art approaches. We also introduced
two application scenarios, which can benet from our scheme, namely photo-based
question answering and textual news visualization.
A limitation of current work is that it ignores the relationships explicitly
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described by the complex query, which have no uniform patterns and are notoriously
hard to model. We will integrate this kind information into our scheme for general
complex queries in our future work.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Research
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis explored the question-aware multimedia question answering system in
a penetrating way. A systematic and novel framework suitable for answering given
textual questions with appropriate media data was built, which is robust to handle
complex questions in broad domains by jointly exploring the intelligences from
computers and humans.
First of all, the thesis investigated higher-order question analytics to enhance
deep and comprehensive question understanding. It was found that descriptive and
diverse tags from semantically similar neighbours are able to well summarize the
given question from multifaceted aspects. Hence, they are useful for query expan-
sion. Also, these informative tags provide an ecient way to locate the categories
of the given question in the whole QA knowledge ontology based on tag mapping,
which facilitates vertical textual answer retrieval within archived cQA repositories,
such as Y!A. The textual answer actually splits the large gap between question and
multimedia answer into two smaller gaps, i.e., the gap between question and textual
answer and the gap between textual answer and multimedia answer. The rst gap
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has been bridged by the community members, and thus we can focus on solving the
second gap. Therefore, we can view our work as enriching textual QA pair with
media data. The tags, bridging the question understanding gap, are recommend-
ed by the proposed adaptive hypergraph learning approach. Intrinsically dierent
from the conventional hypergraph construction with xed hyperedge weights, ours
iteratively updates the weights to really reect and enhance the dierent eects of
tags and questions. It was observed that our approach eectively keeps o sub-
jective, ambiguous and generic tags, which is achieved by simultaneously unifying
three facets when selecting the tag candidates: question relationships, tag descrip-
tiveness and tag stability. More importantly, the whole process of our approach is
unsupervised and can be extended to handle large-scale data.
Second, this thesis examined what kind of answer medium is most appro-
priate to answer the given question, which greatly empowers the users multimedia
experience. A four-category QA classify was learned to preliminarily select the an-
swer medium candidate. And the predicting gap between selected answer medium
candidate and availability of actual answers was bridged through a query-dependent
graph-based model by exploring the visual content of search results to automati-
cally measure the web answer availability. The detailed model has revealed that
in order to estimate the mathematical expectations of AP and NDCG, we only
need to predict the relevance probability of each media entity. It was found that
the relevance probability is easily learnt based on the initial ranking list and visu-
al information. Our work well compensates the previous literatures only focusing
on text search. Empirical studies demonstrate that our approach is able to gen-
erate predictions that are highly correlated with the real search performance. An
important feature of this method is that it is generally applicable to many other
applications, such as image meta-search, multilingual search, and Boolean search.
It is worth mentioning that although this work focuses on mining visual content
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for accomplishing search performance prediction, pre-search methods that directly
analyze queries characteristics were not considered. In addition, other information
cues, such as the number of search results should be incorporated into our model.
Third, a heterogeneous probabilistic network harvesting visual concepts to
select relevant multimedia answer was also developed in this thesis. It jointly
couples three layer relationships spanning from semantic level to visual level. This
is dierent from the conventional complex query modeling approaches that either
require human interactions or consider the query terms independently and neglect
the connections among them. It was found that this approach is more robust to
the unreliable initial ranking list. This is because the intrinsic principle of our
model is completely independent of the relevant/irrelevant samples distribution.
The experimental results on a real-world dataset have shown that our model is
able to characterize the complex queries well and achieve promising performance as
compared to the state-of-the-art methods. This is the rst that targets web media
entities reranking for complex queries, greatly facilitating several other applications
such as photo-based QA and textual news visualization. A limitation of the current
work is that it ignores the relationships explicitly described by the complex queries,
which have no uniform patterns and are notoriously hard to model.
6.2 Future Directions
Multimedia QA is an emerging topic of research and it should be acknowledged
that several sub research directions under MMQA are still waiting for open-up.
The rst one is questions in the form of multiple modalities, such as given one
textual question with several attached image illustration for the medical domain.
How to concurrently explore the cues from cross-modalities to lter the potential
answers is one of the key challenges. Also, question suggestion or reformulation
is not easy to tackle when match cross-modality questions with old accumulated
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textual QA archives.
The second one is automatic multimedia answer evaluation. The existing
answer ranking algorithms for textual cQA cannot be directly applied to MMQA,
since the questions and answers belong to dierent modalities. Besides, the multi-
media answers are collected based on the textual queries which are extracted from
QA pairs and maybe somewhat biased away from the original meanings. Therefore,
the existing search performance measurement cannot reect how well these media
data answer the original questions or enrich textual answers due to the fact that
there is a gap between a QA pair and the generated query.
Expert locating for social MMQA is another promising research direction.
Quickly and precisely linking the fresh questions to the experts with rst-hand
experience is essential for fast answers. Incorporating both users historical data
and question tags through signaling the recommender systems with brieng but
informative cues, is one potential way to tackle this problem.
Also narrowing the question categories on a specic and vertical domain,
such as medical, is a commercializable direction due to the obvious business model.
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